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RENOVATING HOMES - REBUILDING LIVES

Tenufa Bakehila is the only large scale organization in Israel that 
renovates homes of low-income families at no cost.

2022
Annua l  Rep o r t
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2016

 256
Homes Renovated

2017

 306
Homes Renovated

2022

 602
Homes Renovated

2021

 483
Homes Renovated

2020

 456
Homes Renovated

2019

 402
Homes Renovated

2018

 352
Homes Renovated

25% Increase Of Annual Aid

2020

 456
Homes Renovated

2021

 483
Homes Renovated

2022

 602
Homes Renovated

Segmentation of the Year 2022 by Population

1,820 
 people received 

assistance
 in 2022

791
children

41
 Families of
 children

 with
 special
needs

68
 People
 with

 mental
 health
issues

298
Elderly

15
 Soldiers

 from
 families in

need

289
 Single
parents

67
 People
 with

disabilities

97
 Holocaust
survivors

225
Immigrants



ACTIVITY 
LAYOUT

NEW

NEW

NEW

North Cluster

Ramla Lod Cluster

Center Cluster

Kiryat Mal'akhi

Jerusalem Cluster

South Cluster

Be'er Sheva Cluster

Yakneam • Migdal Haemek • Hazor • Hadera 

Ramla • Lod • Or Yehuda • Yehud

Tel Aviv and the surrounding area

Kiryat Mal'akhi • Shafir • Be'er Tuvia

Jerusalem • Beit Shemesh

Ashkelon • Netivot • Sderot

Be'er Sheva • Kiryat Gat • Lachish

7
Clusters

NEW

7,000
 homes renovated

 since organization's
conception

20
 cities across
the country

14
 professional

team members

National Activity: 20 Cities Throughout Israel

152
 emergency

repairs in 2022

NEW

NEW
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Renovating and Making Change
Not every home is a suitable or respectful place where 
human life can reside.

A home, which is usually a  safe place for most people, is 
not always a pleasant and comfortable environment.  For 
many people in Israel, a house is not a home. These include 
people who live in run down, neglected homes and until we 
enter the picture, no one was even aware of their difficult 
living conditions.

Housing poverty
In Israel, tens of thousands of low-income families 
and individuals, from among the many disadvantaged 
populations, live in homes with dangerous conditions 
and are missing basic infrastructure. Many are living in 
substandard conditions without hot water, with exposed 
and unsafe electrical wiring, rotten kitchens, collapsing 
ceilings, leaking roofs, and hazardous household threats. 
The perplexities of 'housing poverty' has far-reaching 
consequences for the family, including the elderly and 
children. Difficult housing conditions impact the health 
and safety of the household members. With hazardous 

conditions, they are more likely to get physically hurt and 
they are exposed to various lung/respiratory diseases as 
well as other illnesses stemming from poor sanitation and 
lack of hygienic conditions. 
 
The mental and psychological state of  individuals are 
also affected by poor housing conditions; stress and 
tension, depression, anxiety etc. are more common 
among the members of poverty stricken households. 
 
Family members and individuals who suffer from dilapidated 
housing conditions feel ashamed and fear judgment due to 
the conditions of their homes. They are more often than 
not withdrawn from their community, thereby causing 
extreme loneliness and isolation. Since the beginning 
of 2014, the work teams of “Tenufa Bakehila” have been 
renovating homes of the underprivileged daily, changing 
the reality of the lives of hundreds of families every year. 
Home after home, we create changes in the lives of 
children, the elderly, Holocaust survivors, single parents, 
people with disabilities, mentally challenged individuals, 
soldiers, and new immigrants.

" MY HOUSE IS
 NO LONGER
 JUST A PHYSICAL
 STRUCTURE
 BUT HAS
 TRANSFORMED
 INTO A HOME

"

Hello there, 

My name is N., and recently my house underwent a thorough 
renovation by Yakov and his team. 

They spent many hours in my home and did very professional 
work. Their strong desire to fix the conditions of the home was 
evident and they realized they were doing so much more for me 
than just fixing my home. 

Due to personal reasons, I lived in neglect and my home was in 
very poor condition and this prevented people who are dear to 
me from visiting. Every time someone sat in my home, it tore my 
soul apart and I just wanted to run away! But I didn't have the 
mental strength to deal with the situation and change it. Now 
everything has changed. Now, my residence is no longer just a 
physical structure but has transformed into a literal home. 
 
You helped me live a normal life under normal conditions. A 180 
degree turnaround. You added color not only to the walls of 
the home but to my soul.

- N.
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The effects on children
The organization serves children from underprivileged 
families and gives them a proper and safe home-
space where they have a stable environment to grow 
up. We help create better conditions in order for them 
to have normal and healthy development- physically 
and emotionally. When we renovate their homes, 
there is also a tremendous beneficial effect on their 
academic achievements, their social connections,  

and their integration into society. A proper home 
environment gives a child the opportunity to become 
an adult capable of reaching his potential and being 
an independent functioning adult. We have learned 
over the years, Tenufa Bakehila’s assistance in the 
community has succeeded in breaking the cycle of 
poverty among many families with young children.

The work of the organization has a positive effect on 
the health and mental state of the family members, 
contributing to strengthening their sense of self-
confidence, self-image and of course helps build 
their inner resilience! We are the solution that 
helps distressed individuals who are drenched 
in despair. We enable them to return to a state of 
dignity, and our work becomes a springboard for 
their social and economic independence. When their 
problems of terrible living conditions improves and 
are even resolved completely, the family members 
often then take the next crucial step to taking 
responsibility for their lives. They begin to invest 
energy and efforts in various areas of their life such 

as finding employment, integration back into society, 
becoming better parents or grandparents and they 
naturally become less of a burden on society.

In addition, they feel cared for and that the community 
at large really sees them and their needs. Tenufa 
Bakehila reflects the very essence of the beautiful 
face of Israeli society. The effect we have on people 
is incredible; we help transform them from needy 
people to individuals who give back to society. Tenufa 
Bakehila improves the quality of life of thousands of 
families in Israel, and works on reducing the levels of 
housing poverty.

Influence among the elderly
The important work of the organization improves the 
quality of life of the elderly while providing respectful, 
safer, and more comfortable living conditions 
for them. The renovations of the homes, and the 
emotional assistance we provide, really pivots their 
lives. For most elderly people, our entering the 
picture is a turning point for them; renewing and 
strengthening their lives. Sometimes, during the 

renovation process, we reach out to the resident’s 
family members, neighbors or acquaintances and 
they usually respond and help in any way they are 
able to. Our work in people’s homes helps alleviate 
the loneliness of the elderly - and we have seen time 
and time again the willingness and desire among the 
elderly to bring their family members and guests into 
their homes after the renovations are finished. 

Change in the quality of life for low-income families
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Thanks to you, 
I can now 
throw my 
daughter a 
pajama party 
for all her 
friends in 
kindergarten!

They appeared 
like white angels, 
lifting us up from 
the hardest point 
in our whole life!

"

"

This mother lived 
with her only child, a 
3-year-old girl, in a 
house that was full 
of mold and leaking 
water that penetrated 
the electrical system. 
During the winter, 
it was not possible 
for this mother and 
daughter to live in 
their own home. 

Renovations done in a 
home of a low-income 
family in dire financial need. 
Their house had a fire due 
to an electrical shortage. 
The home needed the 
entire electrical system 
to be rewired and the gas 
was finally fixed after years 
of malfunction.

AFTER

AFTER

BEFORE

BEFORE

 2022
In Action

SOUTH

NORTH
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I am back to living a normal 
life! My son is finally able 
to live at home with me and 
I'm already intending to go  
back to work…

"This single father, who has a child with special 
needs, lived for many years in substandard 
conditions. They were even unable to shower 
at home because the house was totally broken. 
The floor and  ceiling were full of cracks and 
therefore, the Welfare Department did not 
allow for his son to live at home until we arrived.

AFTER

AFTER

BEFORE

BEFORE

JERUSALEM

AFTERBEFORE
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Assistance Provided By The Organization’s Social Worker, 
With The Collaboration And Help Of Other Aid Organizations

Social Security benefits, nursing for the 
elderly, rehabilitation services for the mentally 
challenged, help with debt settlement, obtaining 
legal representation, assistance in financial 
management, dental treatment, etc.

Advice and guidance to employment centers.

Rights of Every citizen

Integration into employment

Receiving emotional/psychological therapy, 
couples therapy, parenting training, mentoring, 
and inclusion in the community etc.

Shopping vouchers, food baskets, hot meals, 
furniture, electrical appliances, clothes, 
medical equipment for the elderly, etc.

Mediation or therapy

Material assistance

 Distribution of
 radiators in the

winter

 Supplying quality beds and
mattresses for families in need

Supplying basic
electrical appliances

Providing food 
baskets for families 
in need

Social Worker Support Given To Families
We don’t just fix homes. We see the whole picture of the family’s situation. Our in-house 
Social Worker, Irit, works with each family and carefully detects what each family needs. Irit 
meets with each family member, conducts a thorough assessment of the many different 
areas of their lives, and builds a rehabilitation plan together with them. 
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Providing healthy food with high-quality ingredients in cooperation with "Netiviya" 
"Until now, I could not provide my children with nutritious food, but when the Social Worker connected me to 
"Netivya", we started eating family meals together that were nutritious and balanced."

-H, 46 years old, Kiryat Gat. A single mother of 4 children, dealing with PTSD

THAT'S A QUOTE!

Emotional support for a young woman who experienced domestic violence
"All these years I slept with my shoes on out of fear of my father's beatings, but with the help of the Social 
Worker, I decided to leave the house and set out on a new path."

-C, 23 years old, Ashkelon. A student of education and Sociology

Supply of new beds in cooperation with the "Joseph Project"
"For years my children have been sleeping on the sofa in the living room because they didn't have  normal 
beds, and tonight they will finally be able to sleep in their own beds in a proper room."

-T family, couple + 3 children, Tel Aviv. A couple with disabilities who are unable to work

Receiving help from various agencies who help with home assistance
"When I got old, I felt lonely in the world and had a hard time doing basic things at home. Today, a housekeeper 
comes to me 3 times a week, cooks and cleans my house and I feel like someone cares about me."

-A, 74 years old, Beit Shemesh. An elderly woman with no family

Delivery of a new washing machine in cooperation with the organization "Ten Gav"
"In recent years, I stopped washing my clothes and only when absolutely necessary, I would wash them in 
the bathtub with great physical pain from bending over. Since I got the washing machine, I wash my clothes 
frequently and my back pain has subsided."

-L, 64 years old, Or Yehuda. A single woman who lost her only daughter in a car accident

Assistance in integrating into the employment circle through job coaching
"For 5 years I have been struggling to make a living, and with the help of the organization’s Social Worker, I 
began an in depth process of looking for work and received guidance at an employment center. I have hope 
again."

-N, 44 years old, Jerusalem. Father of 5 children, including a child with special needs
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Installation of a new boiler for an elderly person who had lived without hot water for 5 years.

Repairing the ceiling and walls in the house of a woman, an immigrant from Ethiopia, who is widow with 8 
children and who suffered for 5 years from mold.

Replacing a bathtub in an old and neglected bathroom of a family with a mentally challenged child.

Installation and accessibility of a new door in the bathroom of a Holocaust survivor with severe physical 
disabilities.

AFTER

AFTER

AFTER

AFTER

BEFORE

BEFORE

BEFORE

BEFORE
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Repairs DoneFamily SituationLocation
Cleared hoarded trash; exterminated, and sanitized the 
apartment; repaired deeply damaged walls; replace rotted 
kitchen and nonfunctioning bathroom; installed new floor, 
windows, door, light fixtures, outlets, and light switches

Holocaust survivor, 91-years-old, 
amputated leg

Jerusalem

Repaired hot water boiler after 4 years with no hot water! 
Repaired and painted walls; replaced outlets, switches and light 
fixtures, broken toilet seat and faucet

Elderly man with health problemsKiryat Gat

After fire air - fixed and painted walls, treated severe mold, 
replaced light fixtures

Couple +5Hatzor

Plastering and painting, blinds and replacing nets, sockets and 
switches, lighting fixtures and faucets

Single mother +4, immigrant from EthiopiaBe'er Shava

Peeling of walls and plaster repairs, foundation preservation, 
smoothing and painting 

Elderly woman, physical disabilities; 
wheelchair use

Tel Aviv

Repaired floor, windows, kitchen cabinets, plumbing, water 
heater, and sewer drain; replaced broken tiles and doors; 
installed new bathroom; sealed roof and window leaks; painted.

Couple + 3, father is a wounded IDF 
veteran; family is coping with poor 
physical and mental health

Greater Jerusalem

A house after a fire, repaired walls and painted, installed door, 
light fixtures and electrical work

Couple + daughter strugglingSderot

Dislodging doors so that he can pass through easilyAn elderly man with an amputee is strugglingHerzelia

Built new room in back of the house for children to have more 
space. Resolved complex plumbing problem from  kitchen, washing 
machine was replaced, flooring redone, shelves built, lighting 
fixtures fixed, switches and sockets replaced, plaster and painting  
hot water line in bathroom faucet replaced, bathroom redone

Elderly widow with 5 grandchildrenJerusalem

Installation of railingsAn elderly couple, the man is deaf and 
mute and has mobility problems, both 
suffer from chronic diseases

Kiryat Malachi

Plaster repairs and painting, replacing cabinet, sink, toilet, glass 
windows, cleaning shower tiles with acid and replacing light fixtures

A single parent from Ethiopia +3Ashkelon

Fixed doors, floor panels, shutters and windowsSingle parent +3 Migdal Ha'emek
Completion of flooring, counter repair, unclogging and faucet 
replacement

Alone adult from EthiopiaKiryat Malachi

Replacement of plumbing infrastructure, realignment of pipes 
for water, construction of plaster for plumbing in the bathroom 
and kitchen, replacement of faucets,lighting fixtures, sockets 
and circuit breakers, fixed bathroom

Couple +9 Jerusalem

After a fire, washing the walls, plaster and paintSingle parent from Ethiopia  +5Beit Shemesh
Everything in terrible shape,  walls full of mold (dangerous), 
sealing the roof, replacing sockets, repairing walls and painting 

Single parent with medical problems +4Tel Aviv

Wall repairs and painting, fixed open sewer pipe, created pipe line 
from the house to the outside, replacement of lighting fixtures

Couple +4Greater Jerusalem

Clearing, cleaning and disinfecting, plastering and painting, 
replacing sockets and circuit breakers, installing home items, 
dismantling an external socket and installing a new one

Elderly manJerusalem

Repaired window shuttersHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Repaired doors, shutters, and furnitureHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Repaired blocked water pipesHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Treated mold, painted ceilingsHolocaust survivor, houseboundJerusalem
Installed bar in shower, shutters and window screens, electric socketsHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Fixed and painted walls, fixed door, window, sealed sink and counterHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Fixed with plaster and painted wallsHolocaust survivor and elderly manJerusalem
Fixed window shades and windowsHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Repaired windows, installed screensHolocaust survivorSderot
Repaired window  and laundry lines, replaced window locks.Elderly manSderot
Repaired electrical switchesElderly womanJerusalem
Repaired doors, windows, shutters, door handles, and electricity. Elderly woman in wheelchairJerusalem
Repaired door frame and shutters, replaced tiles, hung curtainsElderly women +single mother +6Jerusalem
Repaired blocked toilet and shower, replaced broken front-door lockElderly woman in poor mental healthJerusalem
Installed bars and safety railings in stairwell Elderly woman  Jerusalem
Assistance with moving, covering up holes in the walls and paintingElderly woman  Jerusalem
Welding of the railings and reinforcements throughout homeElderly woman, handicapped Jerusalem
Built dismantled cabinets, assembled cabinets and bookshelvesSingle mother +4, diabetic childJerusalem
Repaired hot water heaterHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Installed grab bars in bathroom, replaced broken front-door lockHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Repaired boiler and restored hot waterHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Water-proofed kitchen counter, sink, and shower; replaced tilesHolocaust survivorJerusalem

Home-Repair Work Review
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Repairs DoneFamily SituationLocation
Installed grab bars in bathtub, repaired wiring and light fixtureHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Installed grab bars in showerHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Replacement of sockets and circuit breakers, network repairHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Repairing a lighting fixture in the kitchenHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Faucet repair, replacement of generators and faucet headsHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Repaired electrical sockets, light fixtures, and replaced broken glassHolocaust survivor coupleJerusalem
Repair toilet, leak, and windowsHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Repairing windows, blindsHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Installation of lighting fixtures, replacement of switches and socketsElderly manJerusalem
Installation of lighting fixtures, door replacement, window repairElderly womanJerusalem
Difficult pigeon problem - cleaning and placing spikes in windowsElderly womanJerusalem
Installing a smoke detector and a window in the bathroomHolocaust survivor, medical and hearing issuesJerusalem
Repaired shutters, replaced parts to enable opening the shuttersElderly couple, vision impairmentJerusalem
Repaired kitchen cabinets; unblocked and replaced bathroom 
drains; replace faulty light fixtures, outlets, and light switches

Holocaust survivorJerusalem

Fixed and painted walls; installed light fixtures, outlets, and light 
switches; unblocked sewage line; repaired tiles and windows

Elderly woman, widow, no children, 
cancer patient

Jerusalem

Repaired doors and furniture; removed broken furniture; 
installed heaters

Elderly woman, blind, diabetic, limited 
mobility + son with mental illness

Jerusalem

Repaired walls, doors, and bathroom; painted; sealed leaks; 
installed light fixtures, outlets, and light switches

Couple +5Jerusalem

Repaired water heater and restored hot water; repaired shuttersHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Repaired water heater and restored hot water Elderly woman with cancerJerusalem
Installed light fixtures, repaired doors and painted the kitchenElderly woman + son with mental illnessJerusalem
Repaired walls and doors; painted; installed light fixturesHolocaust survivor; vision impairment; 

poor health
Jerusalem

Repaired walls, shutters, kitchen cabinets; painted; installed toilet seatCouple +9, 4 young childrenJerusalem
Repaired walls, doors, shutters, and sink; installed faucet, 
shower head, light fixtures, toilet seat, outlets, and light switches

Single mother +6, 4 live at homeJerusalem

Repaired walls, water heater, windows, and kitchen counter; 
installed new door and window screens

Single mother +5, mother has cancer; 
father abandoned the family

Jerusalem

Repaired water-damaged walls; painted; installed screens, 
toilet seat light fixtures, and outlets.

Couple +5, father has mental illness, 
children have behavioral challenges

Jerusalem

Repaired and painted walls; replaced broken window.Elderly woman, 93, vision-impairedJerusalem
Repaired walls, plumbing, and doors; sealed hole in outer wall; paintedCouple + 3, 1 IDF soldier; father is unwellJerusalem
Repaired and painted walls after kitchen fire, replaced electrical 
wiring, outlets, light switches, indoor and outdoor gas infrastructure.

Couple + children, father has epilepsy and 
cannot live in  until it is repaired

Jerusalem

Repaired doors and balcony roof; painted walls and doors.Elderly woman, recently widowedJerusalem
Repaired walls, plumbing, doors, locks, and light fixtures; 
painted.

Elderly couple +3 adult children with poor 
mental and physical health

Jerusalem

Sealed leaks, repaired tiles, replaced faucetsElderly couple, wife uses a wheelchair; 
husband has heart disease

Jerusalem

Repaired walls and ceiling; sealed holes in bathtub and 
refinished; replaced door and window screens

Couple +5, father is physically disabledJerusalem

Repaired walls, plumbing, windows, and furniture; replaced 
toilet tank; painted

Elderly man, blind and physically disabled; 
wounded IDF veteran

Jerusalem

Replaced broken faucets; paintedElderly manJerusalem
Repaired walls, ceiling, plumbing, and furniture; sealed hole in 
outer wall; replaced doors and light fixtures; installed toilet seat.

Couple +2, mother has mental illness; 1 
child has special needs

Jerusalem

Replaced 3 doors; paintedSingle mother +5Jerusalem
Repaired water pipes and installed water boilerOlder man with PTSDJerusalem
Repaired walls, bathtub, and furniture; installed faucets and 
window screen; painted

Couple +10Jerusalem

Painted; repaired plumbing, unblocked sewage drain; installed 
light fixtures, outlets, and switches

Holocaust survivorJerusalem

Dry-wall construction to create an extra room and more privacy.Single mother +6 +grandmotherJerusalem
Repaired kitchen, fixed plumbing, door, hazardous electricity; 
installed toilet seat, faucet, and window screens

Elderly couple, husband is a Holocaust 
survivor

Jerusalem

Painted; repaired doors and plumbing; installed toilet seat and faucet.Single mother +6Jerusalem
Painted; sealed shower leaks; repaired doors; replaced faucets.Adult woman with mental illnessJerusalem
Repaired leaks, door, furniture, and window shutters; replaced 
faucet; painted

Ethiopian Israeli couple +9, mother has 
poor mental health

Jerusalem

Repaired electricity and shutters; painted and installed light fixturesSingle mother +4Jerusalem
Repaired walls and door, painted; sealed and repaired windows; 
installed light fixtures; replaced outlets and light switches.

Adult man with poor healthJerusalem

Repaired kitchen cabinets and drawers; replaced hinges; painted.Older women with poor mental healthJerusalem
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Repairs DoneFamily SituationLocation
Repaired and painted walls; replaced broken faucets, outlets, 
and switches; fixed bathroom

Elderly man and his brother, one on the 
spectrum

Jerusalem

Repaired floor tiles; installed light fixtures, outlets, and light switchesSIngle parent +1Jerusalem
Repaired and painted walls after house fire several years earlier; 
repaired leak

Single mother with poor mental health +2Jerusalem

Repaired and painted walls.Couple, husband is disabled, +4, 1 IDF soldierJerusalem
Fixed toilet, repaired shutter and closets, fixed plumbing defects 
due to a sewage problem

An elderly woman, an immigrant from Persia, 
dealing with mental and health problems

Jerusalem

painting, bathroom cleaning with hydrochloric acid, shutter 
repair, installation of lighting fixtures, sockets and circuit breakers

A struggling old manJerusalem

Repaire bathroom, painted, replaced doors, treated insect infestationElderly man, widow, difficulty functioningJerusalem
Replaced toilet tank, faucets, and tiles, door and toilet seat; sealed leakDivorced elderly manJerusalem
Removed a lot of mold, painted, sealed cracks in external wallsElderly woman with daughter+ granddaughter Jerusalem
Plaster and painted sealed ceramic tiles in the shower, replaced 
the locks in the front door, replaced window glass

A couple with children, one of the children 
is mentally challenged

Jerusalem

Removal of waste, plaster and painting, fixed external wall with 
sealing, installation of  electrical fixtures, sockets and circuit breakers

Elderly woman Jerusalem

Painting, repairing blinds and door, sealing roofElderly woman with health problems + 
single daughter with health problems +3

Jerusalem

Roof sealing, tile repair and polyroof application on broken tilesHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Fixed and paintedElderly CoupleJerusalem
Walls painted, door repairs, renewed floors, replaced a toilet seatElderly woman Jerusalem
Door and shutter repairs, faucet and wire replacement, window 
screen installation, unclogging in the sink, painting 

Holocaust survivor, health problems, 
mentally challenged

Jerusalem

Plaster and painting, window sealing, bathroom, deck 
replacement, circuit breakers and sockets replacement

Elderly woman  with health problemsJerusalem

Sealing roof, plaster and painting, replacing shower head and front doorSingle parent +2Jerusalem
Repair front door, installation of handrailsElderly couple with health problemsJerusalem
Plastering and paintingElderly woman Jerusalem
Plastering and painting, gluing tiles in bathroom, sealing bathroomCouple +7Jerusalem
Sealing of room and balcony, mold cleaning, plaster and 
painting, installing doors, fixing bathroom

Couple +8 Jerusalem

Plastering and painting, sealing crack in the wall, replacing doorHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Plaster and paint, replacement of sockets and circuit breakersHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Plaster and paint in the living room and bedroomHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Install lighting and electrical line, fixing kitchen, heating, plaster 
and painting, sealing air conditioner

Elderly woman Jerusalem

Plastering and painting, installation of clothes linesDisabled couple, the woman has 
muscular dystrophy, the man is blind

Jerusalem

Replacement of doors, shutter and furniture repair, replacement 
of switches, sockets and light fixtures

A couple +11, an autistic daughter, the 
youngest with a heart defect

Jerusalem

Open blockage, repaire shutter, fix toilets, faucet and window Holocaust survivorJerusalem
Fixed and painted walls in part of apartmentElderly couple - handicapped manJerusalem
Fixed and painted walls in part of apartment, fixed bathroomsElderly woman Jerusalem
Sealing of roof, plastering and painting, replacing a faucetMentally challengedJerusalem
Repair of blinds, electric repairs, replaced sink, sockets and lightingElderly woman with mental disabilitiesJerusalem
Plaster and painting, furniture, screens in all the windowsA widowed Holocaust refugeeJerusalem
Replacing doorsCouple +2Jerusalem
Replacement of the front door cylinder, window mesh and faucetsElderly woman Jerusalem
Plastering and painting, replacing the fan and lighting fixturesElderly woman Jerusalem
Plaster and painting, sealing a sinkSingle parent +2Jerusalem
Replacing a faucet, painting, installing brackets for sliding 
windows, installing a shower head

An elderly widow who suffers from health 
problems

Jerusalem

Plastering and painting, replacing faucet, installing lighting fixturesCouple +11Jerusalem
Plastering and painting, including door frames, shutter repairs, 
faucet repair, light fixture replacement, shelf installation, door repair

Single parent +5Jerusalem

Repairing door, shower door, opening a blockage, and light 
fixture, plaster and painting 

Elderly womanJerusalem

Replacement of sockets, plaster and painting, repair of shutter, 
toilet and doors

Elderly woman Jerusalem

Plaster and painting, furniture repair and painted walls;Elderly woman Jerusalem
Plastering and painting, blinds and replacing a light fixtureCouple +4Jerusalem
Repair of doors, replacement of handles and lockings, blinds, 
furniture and kitchen cabinets, faucets, plaster and painting

Elderly woman Jerusalem

Replacement of sockets and circuit breakers, network repair, 
plaster and painting and flooring repair

Holocaust survivorJerusalem
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Repairs DoneFamily SituationLocation
Installing lighting fixtures, repairing doors, windows, plaster and 
painting, marble and roof sealing

Elderly woman Jerusalem

Installing lighting fixtures, replacing switches and sockets, sink 
and faucet, plaster and painting, repairing blinds

Elderly manJerusalem

Repairing leaks in the bathroom and repairing blindsElderly manJerusalem
Replacement of switches and sockets, plaster and painting, 
renovation of kitchen, replacement of doors, faucet and 
installation of new floor

Elderly coupleJerusalem

Repairing blinds, fixing doors, sealing sinks, replacing a faucetElderly coupleJerusalem
Bath replacement, leak repair in the bathroom sewage systemSingle parent +4, immigrants from Ethiopia Jerusalem
Fixed a balcony, cleaning and disinfection, installation of large 
windows with mesh frames and sealing with panels

Holocaust survivor, medical needsJerusalem

Repairing doors, installing light fixture, deck and toilet seat, 
repairing toilets and furniture and sealing marble

Couple +5, father has medical problemsJerusalem

Plaster, sealing walls and painting, gluing ceramics, repairing all 
doors, replacing lighting fixtures, deck, and window, other repairs

Couple +5, from Ethiopia, mother is mentally 
challenged, suffering from post-trauma

Jerusalem

Plaster and painting, replacement of decks and faucet pipingA couple + 11, one son died, a baby with 
Down syndrome, the father disabled due 
to a terrorist attack and post-trauma

Jerusalem

Fixed and painted wallsCouple +6 children, a soldierJerusalem
Plaster and painting, replacing a toilet seatMan, a Holocaust refugee, his children 

died, he is visually and hearing impaired
Jerusalem

Removing a lot of hoarding waste, painting, checking the electrical 
infrastructure, replacing fuses, checking and connecting extensions

Emotionally challengedJerusalem

Painting including ceilings, deck, faucet, door and shutters replacementCouple +3Jerusalem
Painting including ceilings, installing electrical networks, replacing 
lighting fixtures, sockets, switches, building a shelving system

A emotionally challenged, lives in poverty 
and deprivation, is struggling

Jerusalem

Painting, repairing door, replacing sockets and circuit breakersElderly woman Jerusalem
Painting, changing the faucet and removing wasteHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Plastering and painting, repairing the toilet and sealing the 
bathroom

Holocaust survivorJerusalem

Plastering and painting, fixing bathroom, replacing handles, faucets, 
deck, front door, window glass, light fixtures and sockets

Elderly manJerusalem

Painting, replacing faucet, repairing blinds and windowsHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Hanging cabinets, repairing a sink, furniture and replacing 
faucets, a deck, sink in the bathroom, and installing shelves

Elderly man with debt lives with son who 
has intellectual disability

Jerusalem

Installing faucets, opening blockagesHolocaust survivors, medical and 
functional problems

Jerusalem

Plaster and painting, replacement of doors, sockets, switches, 
faucets, lighting fixtures and deck, connection of washing 
machine, cleaning of bathroom with hydrochloric acid

Deaf single parent +4Jerusalem

Plastering and painting Elderly woman Jerusalem
Installing a light fixture, replacing sockets and breakersElderly, physically disabled from a young ageJerusalem
Yard door repair, lock installation, shower pipe installation, 
replacement of broken sockets, bedroom closet and faucets

Holocaust survivorJerusalem

Plaster and painting Holocaust survivorJerusalem
Plaster and painting, replacing toilets and repairing leaksHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Replacing plasterboard in a broken wall, plaster and painting, 
installing a faucet, repairing doors and closet

Couple +10 Jerusalem

Plaster and painting, replacing plywood in a kitchen cabinet, 
repairing cabinets, blinds and doors

Single parent +10Jerusalem

Plaster and painting, replacement of handles and locking mechanismsElderly coupleJerusalem
Dismantling and assembling ceramics, plaster and painting Holocaust survivorJerusalem
Replacing window glass, repairing cabinets and doors, installing 
a gutter due to leakage and replacing a toilet seat

Single parent +11Jerusalem

Plaster and painting Holocaust survivorJerusalem
Painting, sealing a crack in wallHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Door and faucet repairHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Painting, repairing hinges and replacing doorsElderly manJerusalem
Sealing the ceiling, replacing toilet parts, sealing marble, 
replacing hinges in the kitchen and painting

Single parent +9, a daughter with special 
needs, her husband died from Corona

Jerusalem

Plaster and painting Holocaust survivorJerusalem
Painting a balcony, repairing blinds, painting a door frame, 
installing lighting fixtures

Holocaust survivorJerusalem

Plaster and repainting  and replacing the toilet seatHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Replacing toilets, plaster and painting the bedroomHolocaust survivorJerusalem
Help with packing the house for movingHolocaust survivorJerusalem
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Opening blockages in the roof causing water floodingElderly woman Jerusalem
Assembling and repairing furnitureSingle parent +1, new immigrants, girl with 

special needs
Greater Jerusalem

Wall repairs, painting, new PVC, light fixture and switch replacedElderly manGreater Jerusalem
Reinforcement of cabinet doors, repair of blinds, doors, 
installation of nets, installation of racks, plaster repairs

An elderly couple, one in rehabilitationGreater Jerusalem

Replacement of lighting fixtures, plaster and painting repairs, socket 
repair, drywall construction, door installation and door repairs

Single parent +2Greater Jerusalem

Repaired floors, walls, and front-door lock; paintedSingle mother +1Greater Jerusalem
Repaired walls, leaks, drain, shower, and countertop; installed 
light fixtures; painted

Elderly woman + adult nieceGreater Jerusalem

Repaired drain, door handles, and balcony roof; paintedSingle mother +2Greater Jerusalem
Repaired roof leak; replaced window screensElderly coupleGreater Jerusalem
Replaced doors, floor, and bathroom tiles; repaired walls; paintedCouple +childrenGreater Jerusalem
Repaired walls and floor tiles; paintedSingle mother + childrenGreater Jerusalem
Treated severe mold in children's bedroom; painted; replaced 
light fixtures

Couple +7, father is unemployedGreater Jerusalem

Repaired windows, shutters, leaks, shower, and door handles; 
painted; replaced light fixtures

Single mother +2, one child has diabetesGreater Jerusalem

Repaired walls and bathtub; paintedCouple +5Greater Jerusalem
Repaired walls, kitchen, and leaks; painted; replaced doors, light 
fixtures, door handles, and light fixtures

Couple +8Greater Jerusalem

Repaired door, replaced faucetElderly woman, recently widowedGreater Jerusalem
Repaired walls, floor, and countertop; sealed holes and leaks; 
replaced hazardous fuse box

Single mother +1Greater Jerusalem

Repaired roof, ceiling, and walls; painted; replaced light fixturesSingle mother +3Greater Jerusalem
Sealed leaks; painted; replaced light fixtures and faucets.Couple + 4Greater Jerusalem
Repaired ceiling, floor, and tiles; painted; installed light fixture.Couple + 7Greater Jerusalem
Repaired ceiling, walls, and electricity; painted; installed heater, 
light fixtures, and faucets

Elderly manGreater Jerusalem

Connected phone lineElderly coupleGreater Jerusalem
Replacement of the bathroom faucet, plaster and paint in door 
repair, new window frame

Couple +6Greater Jerusalem

Installing lighting fixtures, repairing windows, replacing networksElderly coupleGreater Jerusalem
Repairing blinds, strengthening and sealing a toiletAn elderly couple, the man is very illGreater Jerusalem
Holes in the walls, repairing walls and painting, installing doors, 
fixing bathroom, repairing blinds

Couple +7Greater Jerusalem

Extensive plaster and paint work, installation of a socket including 
a long power line in the walls; repairs and replacement of doors

Couple +9Greater Jerusalem

Blinds repair, plaster and painting including mold treatment, 
bathroom sealing, faucet replacement, lighting fixture installation

Couple +6Greater Jerusalem

Installing lighting fixtures, plaster and paintingCouple +8Greater Jerusalem
Plaster and painting, gluing panels where they fell, repairing a 
falling faucet

Couple +5Greater Jerusalem

Plastering and painting, installing doors and lighting fixtures, 
replacing sink, faucet and sink sealing

Couple +6Greater Jerusalem

Replacement of sliding doors, toilet seat and faucets, 
unclogging; installation of lighting fixtures, gas pipe, plaster and 
paint with mold treatment, window repair

Couple +5Greater Jerusalem

Closing holes, plaster and painting, replacement of doors, 
window screens, faucet, repair of blinds, lighting fixtures, new 
power line and outlet 

Couple +5Greater Jerusalem

Replacement dangerous sockets, lighting fixtures, sealing of leakage 
and installation of a new faucet, sealing of holes; plaster and paint

Couple +4Greater Jerusalem

Plaster and painting; replacing lighting fixtures, creating 
electrical outlets

Couple +7Greater Jerusalem

Floor tiling, plaster and room painting, door replacementCouple +11Greater Jerusalem
Plastering and painting, installing lighting fixtures, assembling 
door handles, replacing a broken window

Elderly manGreater Jerusalem

Repair of blinds, replacement of sockets, toilet, door; window 
screens, faucet, repair of blinds; extensive completion of panels

Couple +4Greater Jerusalem

Plastering and painting, gluing flooring, replacing lighting fixturesCouple +8, handicapped father in wheelchair Greater Jerusalem
Faucet and kitchen cabinet replacement, marble sealing, toilet 
replacement, fixed door and lighting fixtures

Couple +5Greater Jerusalem

Plastering and painting, replaced and secured exposed outletsElderly Ethiopian Israeli widowBeit Shemesh
Repairing chandeliers, installing lighting fixtures, replacing sockets 
and circuit breakers,repairing walls and painting, installing curtains

Couple +8, mother has mental illness; 
13-year-old has severe cognitive disabilities

Beit Shemesh
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Paint and paint, repaired doors, solar water heater, bathroom 
wall, replacement of sink, lighting fixtures 

Couple +8, 7-year-old has ASD, cognitive 
disabilities, and epilepsy

Beit Shemesh

Replacing a sink, a light fixture, repairing a door, broken wall ; 
painting and ceramic covering, repairing sockets

Single parent +5, child with autism Beit Shemesh

Sealing leaks, repairing and tiling ceramics, replacing faucets, 
lighting fixtures, doors; plaster and paint

Single mother +4; experiences ongoing 
abuse from her ex-husband

Beit Shemesh

Plaster repairs and painting, replacing doors, installing bars, 
sealing the bathroom and sink

Couple +5, hearing impaired child with 
other medical problems

Beit Shemesh

Replacement of lighting fixtures, installation of a handrail, repair 
of a sink, door and painting 

Single mother +4, from Ethiopia  Beit Shemesh

Replacing window glass and frames, blinds, sockets, kitchen 
cabinets, door locks and sealing floors

Single parent +1  Beit Shemesh

Wall repairs and painting, replacement of lighting fixtures, repair 
of blinds, netting and windows, hanging a closet

Single parent +2 leaving Ethiopia with 
medical needs 

Beit Shemesh

Wall repairs, painting, door repair and hanging thingsCouple +4, the father is mentally 
challenged, 2 children with special needs

Beit Shemesh

Plastering and painting including window frames, installing 
lighting fixtures, sockets and switches, replacing doors, blinds

Couple +3Beit Shemesh

Blind repairs, painting walls, sealing doors, replacing light fixtureElderly coupleBeit Shemesh
Wall repairs and painting Single parent from Ethiopia  +2Beit Shemesh
Plastering and painting, completion of plasterboard in the 
ceiling, mold cleaning, replacement of sockets and door repairs

Single parent +2Beit Shemesh

Plaster and paint Couple +5, one child with autism Beit Shemesh
Plastering and painting, installing door, light fixture and switchCouple with childrenBeit Shemesh
Replacement of kitchen hinges, plaster and paint, door repairElderly woman Beit Shemesh
Wall cleaning, plastering and painting, replacement of lighting 
fixtures, sockets and switches, external wall sealing

A couple + children, the father of the family 
was sick with Corona, and has not recovered.

Beit Shemesh

Repairing walls and painting, completing tiles and sealing 
bathroom, replacing doors and toilet seats

Couple +3 youth at risk, mother with 
medical problems, debt

Beit Shemesh

Wall repairs and painting, replacement of light fixtures and 
gutters, roof sealing

Single parent +8Beit Shemesh

Wall repairs and painting, replacement of lighting fixturesA couple, the wife is very illBeit Shemesh
Wall repairs and painting, replacement of lighting fixtures and 
sockets, completion of tiles in bathrooms, window repair

Couple +9, father with mental health 
issues 

Beit Shemesh

Wall repairs, painting, replacement of lighting fixturesA couple, the wife is disabledBeit Shemesh
Replacing light fixtures, installing an anti-ion net, plaster and 
paint in the bedroom

Single parent +5, suffers from a mental 
and medical condition

Beit Shemesh

Repairs to walls and metal doors and doors; painting; 
replacement of lighting fixtures, sockets and electrical covers

A couple +3, both parents have been 
through traumas and health problems

Beit Shemesh

Wall repairs and painting including window frames, replacing 
handles, locks, drain opening, lighting fixtures, sockets and 
switches, gluing sink and a bathroom

Single parent +4, some of them are 
mentally challenged

Beit Shemesh

Replacement of lighting fixtures including the transfer of power 
lines, sockets and switches, wall repairs, painting, door and 
faucet replacement, sink and toilet parts replaced

Single parent +1Beit Shemesh

Repairing walls and doors; painting, replacing light fixtures, socketsSingle parent from Ethiopia  +4 Beit Shemesh
Painting/plaster, wall and door repairs, gluing panels, changing 
lamps

Single mother +3, the father was violent 
and they divorced, emotional difficulties 
for the mother and the children

Greater Jerusalem

Painting and repairs of lighting fixtures. Fixing bathroomA couple +3, the father struggles with mental 
health

Beit Shemesh

Fixing electrical problems, plaster and paintingA single parent dealing with mental health 
issues+ 1 with special needs

Ramat Gan

Plaster and filling the holes in the walls, painting, sealing 
windows, rearranging the electricity

Couple +1 with special needs, immigrants 
from Colombia

Ramat Gan

Plaster and filling holes in the walls, painting, hanging thingsSingle parent +3 all with special needsRamat Gan
Plaster, painting, fixing toilets, hanging thingsyouth centerRamat Gan
Breaking a wall, filling holes in the walls and painting, hanging thingsCouple +1Ramat Gan
Plaster and painting, replacing lighting fixtures, hanging accessoriesgrown up aloneRamat Gan
Fixed and painted wallsElderly coupleRamat Gan
Plaster and painting, electricity, construction and hangingSingle parent +1Ramat Gan
Plaster and painting, electricity, assembly and hangingSingle parent + children with intellectual 

retardation
Ramat Gan

Cabinet repair, installation of shelves , hanging rodsA single parent + a daughter with special 
needs and a physical disability

Greater Jerusalem

Wall repair; paint; install grab bars; new light fixturesElderly manTel Aviv
Sealed roof; repaired walls, shutters, and faucets; installed 
handrails, outlets, and switches; painted

Elderly woman Tel Aviv

Installed light fixtures and faucetElderly coupleTel Aviv
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Repaired doors, furniture, leaks, and toilet tank; installed grab barsElderly woman Tel Aviv
Repaired and painted walls; installed new faucets and light fixturesElderly coupleTel Aviv
Repaired roof, walls, ceilings, tiles, countertop, and toilet; 
installed light fixtures, grab bars, outlets, and light switches

Single parent +1Tel Aviv

Sealed leaks; repaired plumbing, windows and shutters; installed 
toilet seat, bathroom cabinet, faucets, and window screens

Couple +2Tel Aviv

Apartment painting plaster, marble sealing, pillar repairSingle parent +3Tel Aviv
Plaster and painting, installing a door, fixed ceramics in the bathroomElderly woman Tel Aviv
Plaster repairs and painting, removing rust, completing missing 
tiles in the bathroom, replacing windows

Single parent +1Tel Aviv

Plastering and painting, sealing the shower and walls in the 
bathroom, repairing leaks in toilet, repairing windows, blinds 
and screens, installing door handles, replacing lighting fixtures

Single couple with mental health +2Tel Aviv

Electrical work, arranging an electrical panel, creating electrical 
insulation, replacing defective sockets and breakers and 
repairing blinds

Single parent +1Tel Aviv

Plaster and painting, installation of lighting fixtures and a door 
in the shower

An elderly person on dialysisTel Aviv

Replacing a toilet, painting the bathroom, fixing the toilet and 
the hallway; replacing lighting fixtures

Couple +3Tel Aviv

Repair blinds and toilets, replacement of latches; plaster and painting Single parent +7, Ethiopia  immigrant Tel Aviv
Plaster and painting, replacement of lighting fixturesCouple +2, The father had a strokeTel Aviv
Restoration of an apartment after a fire, gutting and painting 
the entire apartment

an elderly womanTel Aviv

Plaster, painting walls and sealing windowsElderly parent +1Tel Aviv
Plastering and painting, fixing lighting fixtures, sockets, 
switches, sealing the roof 

A single parent from Ethiopia +3Tel Aviv

Wall repairs and painting, replacement of light fixtures, 
completion of bedroom flooring, sealing of the house roof, 
installation of socket and electric box infrastructure

Two adult brothers, mental health Tel Aviv

Plastering and painting, repairing and sealing roof, replacing 
lighting fixtures

Elderly with health problemsTel Aviv

Plaster and painting, lighting repair, tile repair in the bathroom, 
kitchen cabinet repairs and cracked marble

An elderly woman with mobility problemsTel Aviv

Plastering and painting, replacing lighting fixtures, plumbing 
and ceramic repairs

Elderly manTel Aviv

Plaster and painting, ceramic repairs in the kitchen, replacement 
of lighting fixtures and switches in the house

An elderly womanTel Aviv

Sealing the roof, plaster and painting Holocaust survivorTel Aviv
Repairing a leak in the roof and panels, plastering and painting, 
installing lighting fixtures, sockets and circuit breakers

Couple, man is sickTel Aviv

Wall repairs and painting  including window frames, door repairElderly coupleTel Aviv
Plastering and painting , replacing lighting fixtures, repairing 
kitchen cabinets, repairing a door, sealing the roof

Elderly sickly womanTel Aviv

Installing handles, replacing sockets, lighting fixtures, securing 
a toilet in place and repairing toilet parts

Elderly immigrant womanTel Aviv

Plaster and painting, installation of lighting fixtures, toilet parts 
repair, sealing between bathroom and marble, extensive blind repair

Elderly woman Tel Aviv

Plastering and painting  including door frames, replacement of 
lighting fixtures, sockets and switches

An elderly nursing care woman and a 
disabled son

Tel Aviv

Plaster and painting Elderly woman Tel Aviv
Wall repairs and painting Elderly woman Tel Aviv
Plastering and painting, repairing doors, front of the house, 
replacing lighting fixtures, switches and sockets

Couple +8Tel Aviv

Repairing blinds, installing a faucet in the kitchen and installing 
an outlet

An elderly woman, a single-parent 
daughter and a grandson live with her

Yehud

Repairs of severe leaks and painting most of the house, the living 
room ceiling, faucet replacement, painting the living room railing

Elderly woman Yehud

Replacement of light fixtures, painting  and removing dampness A single parent, a widow +5Or Yehuda
Cleaning faucets from corrosion and repairing faucet, replacing 
a shower and shower hose, removing severe dampness, painting 

Single parent +1Or Yehuda

Plaster and painting A couple +2, the woman is blindOr Yehuda
Treatment of dampness and serious blockages in kitchen sinks, 
external hole sealing.

Couple +3, father suffers from mental 
health issues 

Or Yehuda

Kitchen and bathroom repairs and paintingElderly coupleOr Yehuda
Repairing blinds, installing faucets and replacing a socketElderly woman, a single-parent daughter 

and a grandson live with her
Yehud

Wall repairs and apartment painting, blinds repairs, replacement 
of door nets and lighting fixtures

Couple +3, the father is disabled due to a 
stroke

Or Yehuda
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Wall repairs and painting, replacement of lighting fixtures and 
circuit breakers

Single parent +4, 3 children with special 
needs

Or Yehuda

Repairing walls and doors, painting, replacing lighting fixturesElderly woman Or Yehuda
Repairs and painting, installing tiles in the shower and handles, 
fixing toilet parts in the bathroom

Elderly woman, very difficult health problemsYehud

Painting, installing light fixtures, repairing windows and blindsSingle mother from Ethiopia + 2 soldier sonsOr Yehuda
Wall repairs and painting, fixing a toiletElderly couple with medical problemsOr Yehuda
Extensive repair and painting, repair of toilets and doorsElderly lonely manOr Yehuda
Fixed and painted walls including doors and shutters, replacing 
a light fixture, repairing a faucet and a deck

Holocaust survivor + daughter Ramla

Replacement of lighting fixtures, painting walls and doorsAn elderly woman with a functional difficultyRamla
Painting, including doors, installing frames of window, lighting fixtures, 
counters for the kitchen sink, opening a blockage in the shower

Elderly, mentally challengedRamla

Sealing roofs, repairing the house3 sisters with mental health issuesRamla
Plastering and painting, replacing sockets, repairing a door, 
sealing a gas pipe hole, repairing flooring

Older man without familyLod

Replacing light fixtures, exposed sockets and switches; 
plastering and painting 

Single father +4, the father has limited 
mobility, there was a fire in 

Kiryat Malachi

Replacing the kitchen faucet, circuit breaker and uncloggingCouple +5, son soldier, mother health problemsKiryat Malachi
Repairing windows and blinds, replacing doors, lighting fixtures, 
sink, plaster and painting  

Single parent +4, with trauma from prior 
domestic violence 

Kiryat Malachi

Plaster and painting Elderly woman Kiryat Malachi
Plaster and painting, replacing lighting fixturesElderly man from Ethiopia with health problemsKiryat Malachi
Plaster and paintingElderly manKiryat Malachi
Plaster and painting ; replacing socketsEthiopian couple +2 with special needs, 

disabled father confined to a wheelchair
Kiryat Malachi

Replacing a shower cabinet and tiles, painting, and repairing a blockageSingle parent +2Kiryat Malachi
Installation of clotheslines and water pipe,  shutter repair Elderly womanKiryat Malachi
Plaster and painting a burned apartmentOlder brother and sister, the brother is 

struggling
Kiryat Malachi

Replacement of faucets, installation of a shutter, replacement 
of window glass and installation of a hose to the shower

Elderly woman with health problems Kiryat Malachi

Plaster and painting An elderly couple from Ethiopia, mobility 
and function problems

Kiryat Malachi

Plaster and painting Elderly woman, suffers from chronic diseasesKiryat Malachi
Plaster and painting Elderly woman Kiryat Malachi
Plaster and painting the kitchen and living room, electrical fixes, 
painting the bathroom

Elderly woman from Ethiopia Kiryat Malachi

Plaster and painting and replacing socketsSingle parent +1, comes from EthiopiaKiryat Malachi
Toilet door repair, toilet part replacement, plaster and paintingElderly woman Kiryat Malachi
Fixed and painted wallsAn elderly woman from EthiopiaKiryat Malachi
Plastering and painting, replacing sockets and doors, repairing 
windows, and unclogging

Couple +3, child with special needs, 
mentally challenged

Kiryat Malachi

Installing blinds and windows; painting Elderly man, Ethiopian Kiryat Malachi
Completion of flooring, counter repair and faucet replacementElderly woman Kiryat Malachi
Plastering and painting, installing light fixtures, repairing electric heaterA single parent from Ethiopia +6Kiryat Malachi
Ceiling repairs, plaster, painting, replacing lighting fixtures and socketsAn elderly couple with health problemsKiryat Gat
Plaster and painting, replacing lighting fixturesElderly coupleKiryat Gat
Plaster and painting Older man with mental health issuesKiryat Gat
Treatment of mold on walls, replacement of light fixtures, painting Elderly sick man +1Kiryat Gat
Repaired water damage and peeling walls after a burst pipe, 
repaired dangerous floor, applied fresh paint 

Ethiopian-Israeli elderly woman and adult 
son, mother has trouble walking

Kiryat Gat

Treatment of mold in the walls, plaster and painting, replacement 
of lighting fixtures, installation of electrical wiring for safety 

Couple +2, the father is dealing with 
mental and medical needs

Kiryat Gat

Fixed and painted wallsSingle parent, with oncological diseaseKiryat Gat
Plaster and painting an apartment, replacing lighting fixturesSingle mother from Ethiopia with health 

problems +5, divorced due to domestic violence
Kiryat Gat

Fixed and painted wallsElderly woman Kiryat Gat
Plaster and painting An elderly woman from Ethiopia +1Kiryat Gat
Installing a bathroom door, plaster and painting, replacing 
lighting fixtures

Elderly woman from Ethiopia + single 
parent +1

Kiryat Gat

Plaster and painting, replacement of sockets and light fixturesA single parent struggling +1Kiryat Gat
Treatment of mold, plaster and painting, replacement of light 
fixtures and sockets

Ethiopian couple +5Kiryat Gat

Plaster and painting, replacing lighting fixturesElderly woman + child, his wife and their childrenKiryat Gat
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Plaster and painting Single parent +1Kiryat Gat
Plastering and painting, replacing light fixtures and socketsPair + 5, the mother is strugglingKiryat Gat
Obtained beds for all the children and painting repairsCouple +8 childrenKiryat Gat
Plaster and painting Alone Holocaust survivor, very limited in movementKiryat Gat
Plaster and painting, replacement of sockets and light fixtures, 
replacement of faucet and sink, unblocking

A single parent from Ethiopia +3Kiryat Gat

Wall repairs, replacement of lighting fixturesElderly woman, widowed a year ago, suffers 
from health problems and emotional difficulties

Kiryat Gat

Plastering and painting, replacing lighting fixtures and sockets, 
installing a faucet for the bathroom

Couple +4Kiryat Gat

Repairs and painting, replacement of light fixtures and handlesSingle parent +6, PTSD from abusive ex-husband Kiryat Gat
Plaster and painting Elderly couple + adult sonLachish
Plaster and painting, and replacing lighting fixturesElderly couple, health problemsLachish
Plaster and painting Elderly woman with health problems +sisterLachish
Plaster and painting  and replacing lighting fixturesElderly man with health problems Lachish
Plaster and painting  and replacing lighting fixturesElderly woman, recent widowLachish
Fixed and painted wallsAn elderly couple, the wife needs nursing care Lachish
Plastering and painting, installing lighting fixtures and widening 
the hallway to allow passage with a wheelchair

Elderly, nursing careLachish

Expanding the passage to the bathroom and installing a wide 
door and frame for the passage with a walker; painting

An elderly couple, the woman needs 
nursing care 

Lachish

Plastering and painting, adding a plaster wall to divide the living 
room, replacing lighting fixtures, sockets, repairing blinds

Couple +6, the mother is strugglingShafir

Plastering and painting, changing the bathroom faucetCouple +5, the father is strugglingShafir
Plastering and painting, installing handrails and lighting fixturesElderly couple with health problemsShafir
Shower wall and floor tiling, new drywall, plaster and paintingA couple +4 children with learning difficultiesBe'er Tuvia
Plastering and painting, replacing lighting fixtures and tilesElderly womanBe'er Tuvia
Plaster and painting, repairing an air conditioner hole and 
installing a handle

Elderly woman, health problems and 
limited mobility

Be'er Tuvia

Plaster and painting, and closing up holes in wallsElderly woman +son with special needs, 
the woman has health problems

Be'er Tuvia

Sealing between the ceiling and the wall, plaster and painting, 
replacing lighting fixtures, sockets and circuit breakers 

Elderly man, limited movementBe'er Tuvia

Fixed and painted wallsHolocaust survivor +granddaughter, 
limited mobility

Be'er Tuvia

Evacuation of house contents due to severe hoardingOlder lonely man, mental health issuesBe'er Tuvia
Plastering and painting, installing new panels and repairing 
flooring

Elderly couple, with health problems and 
mobile difficulties

Be'er Tuvia

Fixed and painted wallsElderly woman, visually impaired, with 
health problems and limited mobility

Be'er Tuvia

Installation of railings on the stairs in the house and at the entrance 
to the house, installation of a handle and external sealing

An elderly couple, the man is disabled 
from the army and has health problems

Be'er Tuvia

Installation of handle, repair of external walls and treatment 
against mold

Single mother +2 adults, mother with 
health problems

Be'er Tuvia

Installing a door and frame; replacing toiletsCouple +3, father is mentally challenged, 
a son with special needs

Be'er Tuvia

Plastering and painting, replacing tiles and sealing bathroomSingle mother +2 Be'er Tuvia
Sealing, plaster and painting a roomA couple +4, many special needs, soldier Be'er Tuvia
Plaster and painting An elderly couple + an adult daughter 

with special needs
Be'er Tuvia

Counter replacement, toilet leak repair, sink and marble 
installation and door repair

Elderly womanBe'er Tuvia

Plaster and painting Two sisters, with health problems and one 
with visual impairments

Be'er Tuvia

Replacing doors, lighting fixtures and plaster and paintingCouple +3, the father has limited mobility, 
health problems and cancer patient 

Netivot

Replacing light fixtures and sockets and plaster and painting A widow and a bereaved motherNetivot
Plaster and painting, fixed door framesSingle motherNetivot
Plastering and painting, sealing drywall and replacing lighting 
fixtures

A single mother +8, blind in one eye, a 
struggling son 

Netivot

Painting, replacing lighting fixturesCouple +10, immigrants from EthiopiaNetivot
Plaster and painting  and installing a light fixtureSingle parent +3, the mother is strugglingNetivot
Replacing a door, gluing panels, installing lighting fixtures and painting Elderly nursing care womanNetivot
Plaster and painting and replacing lighting fixturesCouple +2, immigrants from EthiopiaNetivot
Plastering and painting, installing lighting fixtures and switches, 
installing a projector outside and gluing tiles

Couple +4Netivot
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Plaster and painting, and installing lighting fixturesElderly coupleNetivot
Plaster and painting, replacing lightingElderly woman +1, with health problemsNetivot
Repairing the blinds, plaster and painting, replacing lighting 
fixtures, switches and sockets and a toilet seat

Single parent +6, struggling after a violent 
marriage

Netivot

Plastering and painting  and installing a handrail in the bathroomAdult, health problems, mentally challengedNetivot
Plaster and painting, installed lighting, faucets and toilet seatsHolocaust survivorNetivot
Replacing lighting fixtures, painting  and installing handrailsCouple +3Sderot
Plastering and painting, replaced lighting and installed handrails Holocaust survivor and sonSderot
Plastering and painting, replacing lighting and installing a handrailElderly woman Sderot
Installing a railing at the entrance to the house with cement. 
Plaster and painting and installing lighting fixtures.

Holocaust survivor with health problemsSderot

Replaced toilet parts, repaired walls, treated mold, painted, 
installed grab bars in bathroom, replaced outlets

Older woman with physical illnessesSderot

Installing a railing on the stairs and replaced a light fixtureLonely, with health problemsSderot
Repaired walls and windows, replaced broken door, sealed 
leaks, installed grab bars in bathroom.

Older woman, Holocaust survivor, lives 
with her adult son

Sderot

Repaired walls, treated mold, painted, installed new light fixturesOlder woman + full-time caregiverSderot
Plastering and painting, replacing light fixtures, shower system 
and bathroom cabinet including sink and faucet

A single father from Ethiopia +5Sderot

Repaired and painted walls.Older man with mental illnessSderot
Installation of railings for the stairs entrance and of lightingElderly man with health problemsSderot
Fixed and painted wallsCouple +1Sderot
Repaired and painted walls, replaced light fixtures.Older woman, Holocaust survivorSderot
Repaired and painted walls; replaced broken door, faucet, and 
toilet tank, and light fixtures.

Older woman, Holocaust survivor + full-
time caregiver

Sderot

Plaster and painting  and installing lighting fixturesCouple +2Sderot
Repaired and painted walls; replaced light fixtures.Older woman, Holocaust survivorSderot
Plaster and painting  and installing lighting fixturesSingle mother +2, soldierSderot
Plaster and painting  and installing lighting fixturesSingle mother +4Sderot
Plaster and painting, installing a faucet, handholds and a light fixtureElderly woman Sderot
Plaster and paint and replaced light fixturesElderly woman Sderot
Repaired and painted walls, replaced light fixtures.Older man, Holocaust survivorSderot
Repaired and painted walls, replaced light fixtures and outlets.Older man, immigrant from EthiopiaSderot
Repaired and painted walls, installed light fixtures and grab bars.Older man with dementiaSderot
Installation of a railing on the entrance stairsElderly coupleSderot
Repaired and painted walls, installed shower door and lightingHolocaust survivor, chronic pain and illnessSderot
Fixed and painted wallsElderly woman Sderot
Extensive shutter repairElderly woman Sderot
Replacement of blind strips, mechanism and box.Elderly coupleSderot
Repaired and painted walls, replaced broken toilet tank and 
bathroom door, installed light fixtures.

Older man with an amputated leg, uses a 
wheelchair

Sderot

Installation of railings at the entranceA couple, Holocaust survivorsSderot
Repaired and painted walls, installed toilet seats, replaced doors and lightingOlder woman, Holocaust survivor + adult sonSderot
Repaired and painted walls, installed light fixtures.Holocaust survivor +sonSderot
Repaired and painted walls.Older manSderot
Repaired and painted walls, installed grab bars Older coupleSderot
Plaster and painting and installation of handrailsOlder coupleSderot
Plaster and painting and installing light fixturesOlder couple who needs nursing care Sderot
Plaster and painting and installing light fixturesHolocaust survivorSderot
Fixed and painted wallsElderly woman Sderot
Plaster and painting  and replacing light fixturesOlder couple who needs nursing care Sderot
Painting, sealing window and roof and installing lighting fixturesElderly woman, hearing and mobility problemsSderot
Plastering and painting, installed lighting, replaced sockets and faucetsElderly manSderot
Plaster and painting  including roofsHolocaust survivor, nursing care neededSderot
Installation of a handrail at the entranceA couple, the man after a strokeSderot
Plaster and painting, replacing light fixturesElderly manSderot
Fixed and painted wallsElderly woman Sderot
Plastering and painting, replacing lighting fixtures, faucet and 
outlet and sealing the roof

Elderly woman Sderot

Plastering and painting, installing light fixtures and repairing doorsSingle parent +1, limited mobilitySderot
Plaster and painting and replacing light fixturesElderly coupleSderot
Plaster and painting  and replacing lighti fixturesSingle parent +3 Sderot
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Repairs DoneFamily SituationLocation
Installation of railings at the entrance to the house and on the 
lower floor of the building

Holocaust survivorSderot

Plaster and painting including window framesElderly woman Sderot
Plaster and painting, installing lighting fixtures and gluing tilesOlder woman + adult daughterSderot
Plaster and painting and installing a shower headCouple +4Sderot
Plaster and painting, replacing light fixtures and sealing in the 
kitchen

An adult couple + an adult son, the man is 
mentally challenged

Sderot

Repaired window  and laundry lines, replaced window locks.Elderly manSderot
Plastering and painting, replacing sockets, light fixtures, 
switches and doors

Single mother + twinsAshkelon

Plaster and painting, replacing light fixtures and gluing panelsElderly woman +2 adult childrenAshkelon
Toilet fixing, painting, door replacement and shutter repairSingle father Ashkelon
Installing a door to the bathroom, after a year without a doorA lonely elderly woman with health problemsAshkelon
Replacing doors, plaster and paintingElderly, immigrant from EthiopiaAshkelon
Plaster and painting, replacing faucet, lighting fixtures and 
sockets, fixing blinds, showerhead

Elderly couple, immigrants from EthiopiaAshkelon

Plaster repairs and painting, replacing light fixtures, sockets and 
switches, gluing ceramics

Elderly woman, immigrant from EthiopiaAshkelon

Plaster repairs and painting, replacement of light fixtures, toilet 
seat, shower systems, blinds repairs, completion of flooring

Elderly man, Holocaust survivor, medical 
problems

Ashkelon

Plaster repairs and painting, replacing light fixtures and sockets, 
painting a door, flooring under the sink and sealing leaks

Single parent +5, immigrant from EthiopiaAshkelon

Plaster repairs and painting, installing light fixtures, replacing 
glass in the windows

Elderly couple Ashkelon

Repaired walls, painted, fixed shutters, installed new light fixturesOlder Ethiopian Israeli couple +1 Ashkelon
Replaced broken windows glass, shower door, outlets, light 
fixtures, repaired walls and painted.

Older woman, with poor health. Her adult 
daughter serves as her caregiver

Ashkelon

Installed new bathroom door after beening without a door for 
close to a year

Older woman, immigrant from Russia, 
many health problems

Ashkelon

Replaced rotted kitchen, lay new tiles, replaced bathroom faucetOlder woman, an immigrant from RussiaAshkelon
Wall repairs and painting, faucet repairs, replacement of light 
fixtures and switches

Couple + 3, eldest son with medical needsAshkelon

Treated mold, painted, installed light fixtures, repaired shuttersOlder man, Holocaust survivorAshkelon
Repaired walls, treated mold, painted.Older man, immigrant from RussiaAshkelon
Plastering and painting, replacing light fixturesSingle mother +4, immigrants from EthiopiaAshkelon
Plaster repairs and painting  and installing light fixturesSingle mother + soldier son, both with 

special needs
Ashkelon

Plaster and painting  and sealing windowsSingle mother +2, soldier + grandmother Ashkelon
Repaired walls and painted; replaced light fixtures.Older woman +  son with physical and 

mental illnesses
Ashkelon

Repaired walls and kitchen cabinets; painted; replaced broken 
light fixtures and window shutters.

Older woman +2 adult childrenAshkelon

Repaired and painted walls, lay kitchen tiles.Older woman, immigrant from Russia with 
PTSD and skin disease

Ashkelon

Fixed and painted wallsA couple +5Ashkelon
Repaired and painted walls, weather-proof windows.Older couple; husband is a Holocaust survivorAshkelon
Repaired broken ceilings, walls and paintedOlder man, disabled IDF veteran + caregiverAshkelon
Repaired and painted walls, replaced drain and light fixture.Older woman, immigrant , with asthmaAshkelon
Installing a toilet, changing light bulbs, installing a door handle, 
Plaster and painting 

Single mother +6, a soldier son, immigrants, 
the mother has a physical disability

Ashkelon

Installation of grab handles, wall repairs and painting Elderly, alone, suffering from medical problemsAshkelon
Fixed and painted wallsElderly coupleAshkelon
Fixed and painted wallsElderly womanAshkelon
Replacing pipes in shower, toilet, light fixtures, installing a doorAn elderly man +2 adults, immigrantsAshkelon
Fixed and painted walls, replaced lightingElderly couple, + single parent +1Ashkelon
Fixed and painted wallsAn elderly man +1, immigrants from UkraineAshkelon
Plaster and painting, replacing light fixtures and installing a 
door and drainage system

An elderly coupleAshkelon

Extending a shower door to accommodate a wheelchair, plaster 
and painting, replacing light fixtures, sink and faucet

Elderly couple, immigrants, man needs 
nursing care

Ashkelon

Plaster and painting  and installing lighting fixturesElderly couple, immigrants, man with health problemsAshkelon
Installing light fixtures, repairing shutters and doors and painting Elderly woman, health & functional problemsAshkelon
Wall repairs and painting, panel renewal, lighting replacement, 
handrail installation and faucet repair

Alone Holocaust survivorAshkelon

Plaster and painting  and replacing light fixturesElderly woman Ashkelon
Fixed and painted wallsElderly manAshkelon
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Repairs DoneFamily SituationLocation
Wall repairs and painting, toilet and drain replacement, closed sewer 
holes, sealing marble, replaced doors, drainage system & blinds

Single father +5, immigrants from 
Ethiopia, soldier

Ashkelon

Plaster and painting, installing a handle and lighting fixturesA Holocaust survivor,  elderly daughter, 2 
adult grandchildren

Ashkelon

Plastering and painting, replaced lighting, sockets, switches, 
blinds and window glass

Couple +9Ashkelon

Plaster and painting, replacing light fixtures and doorsSingle parent +1, with medical needsAshkelon
Fixed and painted walls;A single parent with medical problems 5Ashkelon
Plaster and painting, replacing light fixtures and socketsElderly woman, immigrants + Couple +2Ashkelon
Plaster and painting, replacing light fixtures and socketsElderly woman, widowAshkelon
Plastering and painting , replacing lighting fixtures and faucetsHolocaust survivor, lost 2 childrenAshkelon
Fixed and painted wallsElderly coupleAshkelon
Fixed and painted wallsElderly manAshkelon
Plaster repairs and painting, replacement of light fixtures, tile repairsCouple +1Ashkelon
Installing handrail, repairing shutters, unclogging the sink, 
replacing windows, bars and doors

Holocaust survivorAshkelon

Plaster and painting of the public space, kitchen installationA boarding school for girls at riskAshkelon
Plastering & painting including plastering exterior walls and painting barsHolocaust survivor lonelyAshkelon
Fixed and painted wallsHolocaust survivor, mobility problems Ashkelon
Plaster and painting, gluing panels and tilesElderly lonely manAshkelon
Completing ceramics, replacing drainage system, wall plasterHolocaust survivor lonelyAshkelon
Plastering and painting, replacing pipes in the bathroomElderly couple, Holocaust survivorAshkelon
Fixed and painted wallsHolocaust survivor lonelyAshkelon
Plaster and painting , replacement of lighting, faucet & toilet seatElderly woman + son, immigrant, health problemsAshkelon
Fixed and painted wallsHolocaust survivor lonelyAshkelon
Plastering and painting, installing light fixtures, handrails, shelf 
and building entrance stairs

Holocaust survivor lonelyAshkelon

Plaster and painting, replacing light fixtures, handrail in the showerHolocaust survivor lonelyAshkelon
Installing a handrail in a stairwellHolocaust survivor lonelyAshkelon
Plaster and painting, installation of handrails and lighting fixturesHolocaust survivor lonelyAshkelon
Plastering and painting, installing light fixtures, sealing cracks, 
marble, fixed toilet

Holocaust survivor lonelyAshkelon

Plaster and painting, replacing light fixtures and switchesElderly couple +3 adults, one of them a 
single parent + grandson, immigrants

Ashkelon

Plastering and painting, replacing lighting, sockets, switches 
and faucets, completing ceramics

Single mother +6, son with problemsAshkelon

Sealing and painting external walls, plaster and painting, 
ceramic cladding, ceiling plaster and replacing lighting

A lonely elderly man with limited mobilityBe'er Shava

Plastering and painting, installed door, lighting, toilet and sealing roofA visually impaired elderly womanBe'er Shava
Fixed and painted wallsElderly couple Be'er Shava
Replacement of toilet, light fixtures, shower accessibilityElderly  manBe'er Shava
Assembling doors, painting a living room, installing a toilet seatSingle parent +3 Be'er Shava
Plastering and painting , replacing lighting, sockets and switchesCouple +3, immigrants, limited mobilityBe'er Shava
Fixed and painted walls, replaced lighting, sockets, faucets, 
sink, tiles, shower head, fixed water heater

Couple +4Be'er Shava

After fire aid- fixed and painted walls, replaced lighting and socketsElderly woman Be'er Shava
Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixtures and sockets, tilesElderly woman + grandsonBe'er Shava
Fixed and painted walls, fixed electricityHolocaust survivor Be'er Shava
Fixed and painted walls, replaced lighting, doors, faucet, panels, fixed shuttersCouple +7Hadera
Fixed and painted walls, fixed window and panelsElderly couple, both have medical  needsHadera
Replaced lighting, doors, windows, kitchen cabinetsCouple +5, immigrants from EthiopiaHadera
Fixed and painted walls; Sealed sink and ceramic tiles, plumbing, 
window screens, sockets, shutters and doors

Single mother + 4Migdal Ha'emek

Fixed and painted walls, treated mold, replaced light fixtures Couple +4Migdal Ha'emek
Painted walls, fixed shutters, replaced lighting and sinkSingle mother +4Migdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted walls, fixed doorsElderly woman Migdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted wallsElderly coupleMigdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted wallsElderly woman Migdal Ha'emek
Plaster and painting A single mother +7Migdal Ha'emek
Installed light fixtures,  bathroom cabinets and sinkElderly  manMigdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted wallsMental health issues Migdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted wallsElderly  manMigdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted wallsCouple with a child with intellectual disabilityMigdal Ha'emek
Plastering and painting , repairing doors and installing a light fixtureSingle mother +3Yokne'am
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Plaster and painting  and changing the toilet seatElderly  manMigdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted walls;Elderly couple - man a Holocaust survivorYokne'am
Painting, seal ceramic hole in shower and repairing kitchen cabinetElderly coupleMigdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted walls, replaced doors, shutters and windows screens   Couple +3,Migdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted walls, fixed doors and kitchen cabinet doorsElderly woman Migdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted walls, installed window screensElderly couple Migdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted walls, fixed doors, shutters, Installed window 
screens and light fixtures

Single parent +2Migdal Ha'emek

Fixed and painted walls, fixed doors, shutters and sealed 
counter 

Elderly couple +2, immigrants, a mentally 
disabled daughter, wife with medical problems

Yokne'am

Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixtures, fixed doors Elderly couple + 2, immigrants, son is a 
soldier, the woman has health problems

Yokne'am

Fixed and painted walls, fixed doors, shutters and light fixturesElderly couple, immigrants from Ethiopia, 
woman with medical problems, the man blind

Yokne'am

Fixed flooringElderly alone woman, immigrant from Ethiopia Yokne'am
Fixed doors, shutters and window screensElderly couple, immigrants from Ethiopia 

+ a daughter who is a dialysis patient
Yokne'am

Fixed and painted wallsHolocaust survivor, visually impairedYokne'am
Fixed and painted wallsElderly woman and an adult daughterMigdal Ha'emek
Extensive shutters repairsSingle Migdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted wallsSingle parent +2Migdal Ha'emek
Replaced most windows' glasses, fixed sockets, shutters, doorsSingle parent +1, son is soldier Migdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixtures and socketsCouple +3Migdal Ha'emek
Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixtures and socketsElderly couple, the man is visually impairedHatzor
Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixtures and socketsElderly woman Hatzor
Replaced light fixtures and sockets, fixed and painted wallsElderly couple, woman handicappedHatzor
Severe mold, fixed and painted walls, replaced lighting & sockets Single mother + 2, children mentally challengedHatzor
Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixtures and socketsSingle mother + 3Hatzor
After fire aid - fixed and painted walls; Replaced socketsElderly coupleHatzor
Fixed and painted walls including doors and doorpostsWoman + mentally challenged sonHatzor
Treated severe mold, fixed and painted wallsElderly woman + 2, one mentally challengedHatzor
After fire aid - Fixed and painted wallsSingle mother + 8Hatzor
Treated severe mold, fixed and painted wallsWidowHatzor
Fixed and painted wallsElderly woman Hatzor
Mold treatment, wall repairs and paintingElderly couple, woman handicappedHatzor
Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixturesCouple, woman handicapped and 

mentally challenged
Hatzor

Wall repairs and painting ElderlyHatzor
Replaced sockets, repaired walls and painted Single mother + 3, oncology patientHatzor
Treated mold, fixed and painted wallsElderly couple, woman handicappedHatzor
Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixtures and socketsSingle mother, mentally challengedHatzor
Fixed and painted walls, treated mold, replaced lighting and socketsHolocaust survivorHatzor
Fixed and painted wallsSingle mother + 2Hatzor
Fixed and painted walls; replaced socketsMentally challenged manHatzor
Fixed and painted walls; replaced light fixtures and socketsCouple + 9, father handicappedHatzor
Fixed and painted wallsCouple + 3, woman oncology patientHatzor
Corrosion treatment, plaster and kitchen and shower paintingElderly couple, man Holocaust survivorHatzor
Plaster repairs, peeling treatment, paintCouple + 7Hatzor
Painted walls, replaced lighting, sockets, bathroom cabinets & sinkElderly couple, woman blindHatzor
Fixed and painted walls, replaced light fixturesElderlyHatzor
Fixed and painted wallsElderly coupleHatzor
Fixed and painted wallsElderlyHatzor
Fixed and painted wallsElderly single parent to granddaughterHatzor
Fixed and painted wallsHandicapped widowerHatzor
Fixed and painted wallsElderlyHatzor
Fixed and painted wallsCouple + 5, father handicappedHatzor
Fixed and painted wallsCouple Hatzor
Fixed and painted wallsSingle mother + 4Hatzor
Fixed and painted wallsElderly woman Hatzor
Fixed and painted wallsCouple + 3Hatzor
Fixed and painted wallsCouple + 4Hatzor
Fixed and painted wallsCouple + 4, special needs childHatzor
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Social Work Review
City Family Situation Social Work
Jerusalem Elderly, divorced +2. Hoarder + functional 

difficulties.
Home visit, submitted for legal caregiver and getting help from 
National Insurance.

Kiryat Gat Couple + 7 children. The father does not 
work. The children sleep on mattresses.

Home visits. Organizing beds and dressers for children from the 
"Joseph  Project Organization" and buying sheets.

Beit Shemesh Married +5. Not working. One of the children 
has special needs. The grandmother 
collects money for them.

Home visit, purchased vouchers, referral to the "Hinani" 
organization for mothers of children with special needs and 
requested parental coaching from the "Rainbow" organization.

Gush Etzion Married +7. Does not work. Some of the 
children suffer from emotional difficulties 
and one child is on the autistic spectrum.

Home visits, referring the father to the "Opportunity" 
employment center.

Gush Etzion Separated from second marriage +3 . She 
works part-time and receives income 
support.

Home visits, help with mental support in marital difficulties and 
integration into employment. Obtained a computer from the 
"Ten Gav"  organization

Gush Etzion Couple + 6. Workers. The mother receives 
help from the housekeeper. They are in 
family therapy.

Home visit.

Jerusalem Divorced +4. Not working. Home visit, therapeutic talks, escort and referral to an 
employment center. Referral to Civil Counseling  Service 

Jerusalem Old, lonely. Suffers from health problems, 
has a caregiver from Social Security.

A phone call, a referral to an orthopedic shoe store to inquire 
about prices.

Ohr Yehuda Couple+4. Mother disabled in a wheelchair, 
receives a disability allowance. Father does 
not work and takes care of his wife. In debt.

Home visit, training and referral to Civil Counseling Services due 
to National Insurance debts. Sent request to increase the hours 
of legal caregiver from National Insurance.

Ramla Couple, Holocaust survivors +1. Their son 
lives with them. 

Home visit, therapy on telephone. Posting on social networks for 
obtaining house designers.

Ashkalon Elderly, divorced +3. Single. Serious health 
problems. Receives disability pension. 

Home visit, obtaining oven and gas stove from the organization 
"Ten Gav"

Ashkalon Holocaust survivor, elderly, single. Injured 
from Yom Kippur War. Receives a disability 
allowance from the Ministry of Defense. He 
has a caregiver. Sleeping on a rickety bed.

Home visit, obtained a bed from the "Joseph  project" 
organization, but in the end he refused to accept it

Jerusalem Elderly, single. Raises her 5 grandchildren. 
Many cockroaches in her home.

Home visit, obtained pest control at no cost from a professional 
exterminator. Sent application for legal caregiver from National Insurance.

Jerusalem Elderly, single. Horder. He has a social 
security assistant and someone private 
who helps him bathe. He sleeps on a rickety 
bed, has no oven and cooks on an electric 
stove.

Home visits and telephone contact, obtaining a bed from the 
"Joseph  project" organization. Submitted an application for 
oven and electric stove from the association "Ten Gav"

Jerusalem Elderly, single, recovering addict Home visits. Shopping vouchers, helped submit paperwork for 
legal caregiver on behalf of the National Insurance.

Jerusalem Married + 3. Mental and physical difficulties. 
Husband works odd jobs. Marital difficulties. The 
children lack beds. She suffers from fibromyalgia 
and does not have heat or air conditioning.

Home visits, telephone therapeutic contact. Obtained beds from 
the "Joseph  project" organization, purchased an air conditioner 
in cooperation with the "Ten Gav" organization.

Gush Etzion Couple+ 7. Mother works part-time. Father 
not working at the moment. All children 
diagnosed on the autistic spectrum.

Home visit.

Jerusalem Widow + 3. Receives a disability allowance 
from  Ministry of Defense. Mental difficulties. 

Home visit, referral to Beit HaLochem (Social Center) - request 
bed from "Ten Gav" association.

Jerusalem Single divorced +4. Receives an income 
from the National Insurance.

Home visit.

Jerusalem Married +3. mental difficulties. Receives a 
disability pension. Husband not functioning. 
The grandparents take care of the children. 

A home visit and a phone call in an attempt to get them a 
washing machine.

Jerusalem Single, suffering from mental difficulties. 
Treated at a mental health clinic.

Home visit.

Jerusalem 2 single brothers suffering from 
schizophrenia. They have disability 
allowance. The elder brother is the guardian 
of both.

Home visit and telephone contact. Obtaining subsidized hot 
meals on behalf of "Eshel Chabad" organization.

Jerusalem Young. Suffers from PTSD. Receives a 
disability pension. He was addicted to 
drugs. Currently using medical cannabis.

Home visit and telephone, therapeutic contact. Referral to 
get help. But in the end, a therapeutic process began for 
rehabilitation at the mental health center.

Sderot Elderly, lonely. Disabled in a wheelchair. Helped 
by a caretaker from the National Insurance.

Home visit.
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City Family Situation Social Work
Sderot Widow + 4. She receives an old age 

pension. She has a caretaker from National 
Insurance. The family helps her.

Home visit.

Ohr Yehuda Seperated +2. Handicapped. Hoarder. 
Receives a disability pension. The eldest 
son lives with her, does not work.

Home visit and telephone contact. Obtained hot meals every 
week from the "Giving in the Heart" organization, obtaining beds 
from "Joseph  Project" organization.

Gush Etzion Married + 5. Parents work. Mental difficulties. 
Marital difficulties are evident, in therapy.

Home visit.

Ohr Yehuda Divorced +2. Hoarder. Suffers from 
schizophrenia. Untreated and dysfunctional, 
the older daughter helps her.

Home visit. Referral for emotional therapy for the older daughter, 
referral and opening of a file at the welfare office. Escort and 
support for receiving treatment at the mental health center.

Jerusalem Divorced +3. Mental difficulties. Receives 
disability pension. The father cut off contact 
with the children.

Home visit, shopping vouchers. Arranged deliveries of food. 
Referral of the son to an employment center.

Jerusalem Elderly. Married+ 2. Disabled. The couple 
has caregivers from the National Insurance. 
Their toilet and bath are not accessible. 

Home visits and telephone contact, help in purchasing accessible 
equipment from "Yad Sara" organization. Contacting the Social 
Security Office for help in making the bathroom accessible. 

Ashkalon Widow + 7. Working. Family in crisis after the 
death of mother, most children treated with 
emotional therapy. One child is missing a bed.

Home visit, offered to get a bed for the son, but he refused.

Beit Shemesh Divorced +4. "Aguna" For many years. 
Difficulty with work stability; multiple debts.

Home visit and telephone contact, escort and support in finding 
a job.

Beit Shemesh Married +3. Parents with mental difficulties. She 
receives a disability pension, husband works. 
Child with mental difficulties. The beds are rickety.

Home visit, obtaining beds for all family members from the 
"Joseph  project" organization.

Beit Shemesh "Aguna" several years +5. Child on the 
autistic spectrum. Emotional difficulties. 
Difficulty integrating into the employment 
circle. Air conditioner broke down.

Home visit and telephone contact, support and assistance for 
integration at work. Assistance in purchasing an air conditioner/
heater.

Beit Shemesh Married +4. Working. Husband with mental 
difficulties, works in a factory as part of 
a rehabilitation program. Children with 
emotional difficulties, are treated. Difficulty 
progressing in employment.

Home visit and telephone contact, referral and integration to an 
employment center.

Gush Etzion Married +4. Mania derapsia. Husband with 
mental difficulties. Both receive a disability 
allowance. Daughter with mental difficulties 
and is in a group home.

Home visits and telephone therapeutic contact, obtained beds 
from the "Joseph  project" organization.

Gush Etzion Married + 7, pregnant. Parents work, second 
daughter is on the autistic spectrum.

Home visit.

Jerusalem Elderly, divorced +1, mental difficulties. 
There is a disability allowance.

Home visits, companionship and emotional support. Assistance 
in debt settlement. Shopping vouchers, got a caregiver from 
National Insurance. Referral and treatment for dentures.

Jerusalem Married +9. Parents do not work. Rickety 
beds.

Home visit, obtained beds from the "Joseph  project" 
organization, but in the end she refused to accept.

Jerusalem Elderly, divorced +4. Hoarder. Suffering 
from a mental disorder, not being treated. 
There is a dispute with a neighbor. 

Home visit, telephone contact. Contacting the municipality's 
Rights Division.

Jerusalem Widow + 4. Lonely, suffers from emotional 
difficulties. She receives a pension.

Home visits, companionship and emotional support. Got her 
shopping vouchers.

Jerusalem Divorced +3. Handicapped, a hoarder. He 
slept in the garden of his house because of 
bedbugs in the house. 

Home visit and telephone contact, help with receiving welfare 
entitlements. Got a private exterminator and contact with the 
SFA Division.

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor, lonely. Hoarder, suffers 
from health problems. Lacks trust in "the 
system".

Home visit and therapeutic conversations mainly to create trust. 
Assistance in extracting benefits for Holocaust survivors and in 
getting a caregiver from National Insurance.

Jerusalem Divorced + 6 children. Suffers from mental 
difficulties. The children do not live at home.

Home visit, assistance in receiving food basket.

Netivot Couple + 4 children. Immigrants from 
Ethiopia. The father is disabled. And the 
mother suffers from mental difficulties. 
Both receive disability benefits. One of the 
children has special needs. 2 of the children 
do not live at home. The eldest daughter is 
playing the role of her parents

A home visit, referried the oldest daughter to receive a 
scholarship for studies, obtained a double mattress from the 
"Joseph  project" organization but in the end they refused to 
accept it.

Kiryat Gat Couple + 6 children. New immigrants from 
Ethiopia. The father works in a factory. The 
mother is unemployed. Difficulty in parental 
functioning is evident. Lack of basic 
furniture at home.

Home visits, getting new beds from the "Joseph  project" 
organization, brought a package of dry foods and clothes for 
the children. Obtained school uniform shirts for the girls. Applied 
and started the process of receiving benefits. Registered the 
children for afternoon programming. 
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City Family Situation Social Work
Kiryat Malachi Elderly woman, new immigrant from 

Ethiopia. Physical health problems.
Home visit, requested for overtime from National Insurance 
nurse agency.

Jerusalem Divorced + 4 children. Suffers from 
mental difficulties and receives a disability 
allowance. One of the children with special 
needs. Indebted to the municipality.

Home visits, shopping vouchers, delivered a bed from the 
"Joseph  project organization", bought kitchen appliances. 
Obtained a washing machine from the "Tan Gav" organization, 
and contacting the SFA division for waste disposal.

Tel Aviv Seperated + 7. Immigrant from Ethiopia. 
Unemployed. No financial help from father. Problem 
of cockroaches in the house and lack of beds.

Home visit, obtained pest control from a professional 
exterminator. Requested to bring new beds from the "Joseph  
project" organization.

Gush Etzion Married + 6. All in post-trauma due to 
a violent incident that happened to the 
father. They are in the process of emotional 
treatments. Lack of small electrical products

Home visit, phone calls, bringing small appliances.

Jerusalem Married + 4. Immigrants from Ethiopia.  
Working. Difficulty is evident with the 
second son. Dryer broke down and was 
very useful for them.

Home visits, brought a dryer, obtained distribution of a dry food 
package.

Beit Shemesh Married + 7. Unemployed. Medical problem, 
does not receive a disability allowance. 
Children suffer from emotional difficulties 
and find it difficult to integrate into society. 

Home visit, phone calls, referral to submit a disability allowance 
from National Insurance, referral to the "Opportunity" 
employment center.

Jerusalem Divorced +7. Immigrant from Ethiopia. 
Suffers from mental difficulties. In the past, 
she stayed in a shelter for battered women.

Home visits and phone calls, brought dryer and TV, obtained bunk 
bed for children from "Ten Gav" organization. Assisted in submitting 
an application for a disability allowance from the National Insurance.

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor, lonely. Hoarder. Health 
problems. Caregiver from National Insurance. 
Extensive assistance from the welfare.

Home visit and phone calls.

Jerusalem Married +  2. Unemployed. Couple disabled 
and receive disability allowance. One of the 
children has special needs.

Home visit and phone calls.

Jerusalem Elderly man. Divorced + 4. Needs help at 
home and has broken dentures.

Home visits and phone calls, requested to increase caregiver 
hours from National Insurance. Referral to dental care.

Jerusalem Parents +4. The parents are disabled but 
do not receive a disability allowance. The 
mother works part-time and receives 
supplemental income from National 
Insurance. Difficulty in parental functioning 
is evident.

Home visit, referral and assistance from a member of our staff 
in repairing closets and the baby's bed. Spoke to girl's school 
prinicpal to find out if they could get parental guidance. 

Beit Shemesh Married + 13. Unemployed. The father is 
disabled and receives a disability allowance 
from the National Insurance. She expressed 
a desire for help. 

Home visit, referral to the "Mafteach" employment center, 
assistance in obtaining beds from the "Joseph  project 
organization".

Tel Aviv Divorced +1. Missing a bed. In a phone call 
she refused a home visit. Lacks trust and 
perhaps past damage from the system is 
evident.

Telephone calls.

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor, widow. Suffers from 
health difficulties and has an attorney. 
Surrounded by family.

Home visit.

Beit Shemesh Married +9, unemployed. Husband disabled, 
does not receive disability allowance. 3 of 
the children are sleeping on a sofa.

Home visit, phone calls. Obtaining a folding bed for 3 from the 
"Ten Gav" organization.

Beit Shemesh Divorced +8. Unemployed. Difficulty with 
integrating into employment.

Home visit, referral of one the girls to join center for integration 
into employment. Assistance in obtaining a mattress the size of 
a bed and a half from the 'Joseph project'.

Beit Shemesh Elderly woman, a widow, Health problems 
that make it difficult to function. Has a 
caregiver from National Insurance. The 
driveway from the house to the street is not 
safe and puts her at risk of falling.

Home visit, participation of the welfare social worker regarding 
assistance in obtaining permits for the driveway.

Netivot  Home visit, shared with the social welfare office about our 
meeting. Inquiry about assistance with dental treatments.

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor, widow, lonely, living in 
poverty.

Home visits and phone calls, wanting to get a bed from 
the Joseph project and a new refrigerator at the "Ten Gav" 
organization- but in the end she refused assistance.

Tel Aviv Elderly, single, disabled, receiving a disability 
allowance and a caregiver from National 
Insurance. Single. Various health problems.

Home visit and phone calls. Sharing information with social 
welfare office about the need for a new mattress for his bed.. 
Purchased an electric stove.

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor, lonely, severe medical issues Home visit, help arranging caregiver via National Insurance.
Tel Aviv Lonely woman, child killed, emotional 

difficulties
Home visit and conversations, arranged air conditioner via "Ten-
Gav", arranged bed & closet via Joseph Project
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City Family Situation Social Work
Beit Shemesh Disabled veteran, lonely Home visit and conversations, arranged food packages via "Yad 

Ezra V’Shulamit"
Beit Shemesh Couple + 9, immigrants from Yemen, parents 

unemployed and emotionally challenged
Home visit and conversations, referral  to employment center, 
arranged food packages via "Yad Ezra V’Shulamit"

Jerusalem Elderly with MS from childhood Home visit, arranged fridge from  "Ten-Gav"
Ashkalon Elderly, lonely, in debts Home visit, referral to "Hand for the citizen" for aid with debts 

and confiscation
Ashkalon Holocaust survivor, lonely, severe medical 

issues
Home visit and conversations, guidance and help to arrange 
a live-in student, referral to senior citizens' center for help and 
guidance on senior citizen rights and services.

Kiryat Gat Couple + 5, Immigrant from Ukraine, 
difficulty to function after operation

Home visit and therapeutic conversations, children had no beds 
- arranged beds via Joseph Project

Beit Shemesh Elderly + son suffering from addiction and 
disability 

Home visit and therapeutic conversations, arranged food 
vouchers, washing machine via "Ten-Gav", bed and sofa via 
Joseph Project 

Jerusalem Holocaust survivor, lonely, severe medical 
issues

Home visit and conversations, arranged stove and samovar

Tel Aviv Single mother + 3, immigrant from Ethiopia, 
physically disabled

Home visit, arranged oven & stove via "Ten-Gav", bed for 
daughter

Beit Shemesh Single mother + 4, immigrant from Ethiopia, 
suffered from violence from her ex-
husband, 2 children have emotional and 
criminal background

Home visit and conversations, arranged beds and sofa via 
Joseph Project, arranged food and vouchers via "U'vne"

Beit Shemesh Single mother + 5, 3 children passed away Home visit, clarification of legal rights due to neighbors conflict, 
arranged 2 beds and sofa via Joseph Project

Netivot Holocaust survivor, lonely, visually impaired Home visit, arranged donation of of heater, clarification of rights 
entitlement via National Insurance Institute

Jerusalem Widow single mother with health issues + 9, 
special needs daughter, 

Home visit, arranged donation of new sofa

Jerusalem Lonely handicapped man, unknown to the 
Welfare Department

Home visit, arranged Welfare recognition, warm meals

Ashkalon Immigrant from Ethiopia, Single mother + 4, 
emotionally challenged, daughter slept on 
broken bed. Oldest suffers from emotional 
difficulties and no occupation

Home visit, arranged new bed from Joseph Project, referred son 
to employment rehabilitation
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Tenufa Bakehila  aims to eradicate 
the complexities of 'housing poverty' 
all over Israel. The organization runs 
a national program of renovating 
hundreds of homes of families in 
needs who live in difficult, dangerous 
conditions and without basic  safe 
infrastructure.

The work in the houses are carried 
out at no cost to the families, by 
professional renovation workers that 

are employed by the organization on 
a full-time basis in collaboration with 
our inhouse Social Worker. 

THE GOAL IS to create a safe and 
proper home space and to improve 
the quality of life for every family 
and individual in need. 

Gabi Nachmani
Founder & Director

Our Vision
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